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SECTION6 

STANDS 
l:":I he comprehensive Strand range 
... of stands covers all theatre, 
studio and portable lighting 
applications. 
The majority of stands are equipped to 
accommodate either 16mm sockets or 
29mm spigots of studio luminaires. 
Multi-head stands have both types of 
fixings. Stands for theatre use are 
generally supplied with either a 29mm 
or a 19mm socket to take a range of 
spigot adaptors which are fitted to the 
M 10 or M 12 suspension bolt on the 
fork of the luminaire. 
In the event of any problem in 
specifying the best stand and corre__ct 
fitting for any application, Strand staff 
are ready to advise. 

Recommended for use with 
Minim, Prelude, Cantata, 
Punchlite, Nocturne (all 
require M.10 spigot) and 
Leko luminaires. 

Folding cast-base stand 
Recommended for use with 
Minim, Prelude, Cantata, 
Punchlite, Nocturne (all 
require M.10 spigot) and 
Leko luminaires. 

Tall double-extension 
stand 
Recommended for use with 
Minim, Prelude, Punchlite, 
Nocturne luminaires (all 
require M.10 spigot) .. 

ACCESSORIES STANDS 

Model Description Item 
Number 

Low stand Low lightweight tripod stand, folding radially, with clamp for I 9mm outside 126875 091 
diameter plain or stepped shank spigot adaptor. 

Folding cast -base General purpose single extension telescopic stand with die-cast, heavy-alloy base. 126 896 091 
stand 

Tall double- Tall stand, of braced, but folding. construction with two extension tubes for l268980TI 
extension stand high mounting of a lightweight luminaire. 

Folding braced Adjustable height braced stand providing rigid support without excessive weight 126 897 041 
stand or bulk, for follow spots, effects, projectors etc. 

Table stand A lightweight orcular stand. The base is drilled in three places to allow rigid fixing. 166020501 

Mercury stand Compact lightweight 4-lift stand of aluminium construction. 167236561 

Spartan stand Light alloy stand ideal for the BOOW Redhead with all accessories, or similar 167257 561 
lampheads. 

Apollo stand Compact stand ideal for use with the protable range of Quartzcolor lampheads. 152052041 

Trojan stand Lightweight tubular stand specifically designed for portable equipment 152 005 041 

Hercules stand Folding stand with castors. Metal parts are chrome plated to protect against l52ooaool 
(multi -head) corrosion. 

l52ooao1I 
As above, but without castors. 

Atlas stand A double-extension folding stand with braked wheels. Extremely sturdy steel 167 785 09 1 
construction suitable for the rigours of location working. 

Goliath stand Largest in the range of light alloy stands which accepts luminaires with 29mm spigot l520690TI 
(multi-head) ideal for I OkW tungsten and 4kW HMI spotlights. 

Samson stand A heavy duty wind-up stand suitable for I Cit<.W tungsten and 6kW HMI spotlights. 152083011 
Chrome plated to protect against the weather and supplied with braked wheels. 

3-section wind-up A 3-section pole; both of the two risers extend simultaneously at an elevation 152 087 ool 
stand (multi-head) of 4.4cm per handle tum. Adjustable levelling on one leg. 

Gladiator stand A very heavy duty stand of steel construction with aluminium castings, suitable for 167 256 61 I 
all HMI spotlights up to I 2kW, and arc lamps. The cranking system lifts both 
extensions simultaneously. The automatic clutch and safety break system prevents 
the stand from reversing under load. Supplied with braked wheels. 

... 

Table stand 
Recommended for use with 
Megalux (requires adaptor 
66 04 3 19), Pulsar. Mizar and 
ladi Fill luminaires. 

Folding braced stand 
Recommended for use 
with Cadenza, Cadenza 
EP (both require M 12 
spigot), Cantata 
Followspot (requires 

Mercury stand 
Recommended for use 
with Megalux (requires 
adaptor 66 043 19), 
Pulsar. Redhead and 
Mizar luminaires. 

Spartan stand 
Recommended for use 
with Megalux (requires 
adaptor 66 04 3 19), 
Pulsar. Redhead, Mizar 
and ladi Fill luminaires. 

Apollo stand 
Recommended for use 
with Redhead and ladi Fill 
luminaires. 

Trojan stand 
Recommended for use 
with Blonde, Bambino 
IOOOW and Shaula 
luminaires. 

M 10 spigot), and Solo 
~ luminaires. 
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